Title: CORN EVENT MIRI 62

Abstract: A novel transgenic corn event designated MIRI 62 is disclosed. The invention relates to nucleic acids that are unique to event MIRI 62 and to methods for detecting the presence of the MIRI 62 event based on DNA sequences of the recombinant constructs inserted into the corn genome that resulted in the MIRI 62 event and of genomic sequences flanking the insertion site. The invention further relates to corn plants comprising the transgenic genotype of MIRI 62 and to methods for producing a corn plant by crossing a corn plant comprising the MIRI 62 genotype with itself or another corn variety. Seeds of corn plants comprising the MIRI62 genotype are also objects of the present invention. The invention also relates to methods of controlling insects using MIRI 62 corn plants.
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Group I, claim(s) 1-6, 27-28, drawn to a nucleic acid comprising a nucleotide sequence unique to event MIRI 62 and a method of using it to detect the presence of event MIR 162.

Group II, claim(s) 9-26, 29-31, drawn to a pair of primers to amplify and amplicon diagnostic for event MIR162, and a method of using them to detect the presence of event MIR162.

Group IH, claim(s) 38, 40-45, drawn to corn seed of event MIR162, biological samples derived from it, and a method of crossing it.

Group IV, claim(s) 46-50, drawn to a method of crossing plants that comprise a nucleic acid.

Group V, claim(s) 51-55, drawn to an insecticidal protein, a nucleic acid encoding it and chimeric genes, vectors and host cells comprising the nucleic acid.

Group VI, claim(s) 56-61, drawn to a maize chromosomal target site.
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